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SPY RAY (Eney): What are your sound sources of information,- Dick, that 
gave you the information that it is impossible for the 

current nuclear stockpiles to des4-or”- mankind? vy sources estimate 
that the United States only has betvreen 15-000 t* 50,000 nuclear 
warheads. rrho fifty thousand figure comes from the government itself, 
but is apparently a little bloated. This, keep in mind, is for the 
United States alone. I haven’t the slightest idea" ef the number of 
warheads now kept by England, the Soviet Union or Francej but Russia 
at least should have a few thousand here and there, To me this sounds 
like quite a bit of energy to be dropping on this planet and still ex
pecting to have some life left over at the end of it all. Not, mind 
you, that I’m advocating experimentation to discover the exact number 
of warheads needed to destroy each and every one of us. Not from 
bloody handed warmongers, or us more friendly and humane types.

1 EOUF-HI 26 (Berry): I’ve noted with amazement *©re than once the
difference in word usage existing between the 

United States and the British Isl.s. Take- for instance "homely." 
. Yeu are using it here as a complementary term, referring to the home.

Over here something that’s homely is thought to be ugly, plain and 
definitely unbeautiful. The phrase, "homely fanac" would be a bit 

* unfitting over here, or at least seem as if it were. I do recall the
Britisher on the television program who was woxidering why his American 
date had pasted him when ho complemented her on her extreme "homeliness."

COCONINO 2 (Hannifen): The Army booklets arc sutiably ghodawful I 
suppose. They are definitely aimed at being 

read and understood by every possible order of intelligence, so I 
don’t suppose it should be surprising that the style of writing is not 

< evenly intellectual. However, did anyone but mo notice how similar
. in typeface and paper one of the booklets was to the Gideon Bibles?

Hpw did you make out in your campaign for the N’APA OEship, Owen? 
■ You win big? I realize that this stuff was written a while back, 

but I’m one of those types who b lievos everything ho reads in a 
SAPS mailings. Funs uro slans and don’t toll lies, you know.



Why doos your friend noed material for his prospective SnPSzine, ©wen? ;
Perhaps the answer to this question is obvious, but I can’t discover -
a worthwhile answer* Personally, in r n apa I am much more Interested 
in reading the work of th- member, rathe’- than some outsider. I won’t 
ignore the work of a non-memi-r, of cours , but I f el that the purpose 
of an apa is mostly that of com^unication---eommunication between members, 
I know that I’m more interest'd in reading the work of a member than I 
am in reading something penned by someone who will probably never again 
appear in the mailings. Perhaps this attitude has something to do with 
my similar opinion that all fanzines, general and apa alike, should 
be written mostly by the editor. I’m more interested in reading about 
people and their feelings than in learned presentations ofabsolute 
nothing. I think many people agree with me on this point. I have 
noticed that the majority of the highest rated fanzines of recent 
years have had an abundance of aditorinly written material.

NIFLHEI^ 2 (Hulan): I feel that the bombings of Hiroshima and Nag
asaki were ine-cus ible blunders, ' est explained 

away by war hysteria. I will admit th t the use of atomic j

weapons may well have saved many lives in the long run--on both sides.
However, I have never had it explain d to mo well enough so that I 
might comprehend the reasons why this country ebu]d not have dropped a
the bombs on an abandonded island somewhere in tlie Pacific or nn 
oneucf the sparsely settled islands where the Japanese still held 
out. Vvy was the attack on a major city such as Hiroshima necessary?
I eliminate the case of Nagasaki here. The excusability of the first 
attack is a moot point, but the second is unjustifiable on any grounds.

What makes you think I denlore on-stencil composers? Heally, I don’t.
I don’t necessarily approve of them or thier habits, but I don’t deplore 1
them. If you want to compose on stencil go right ahead. I’ll read your 
comments, comment on them in return, and perhaps not have the slightest 
idea whether you composed on stencil or went through eight or nine 
prepntory drafts. TJraybe I won’t. What I do deplore, rather than the 
practice itself, is the idea that on-stencil composition is excusable. 
It isn’t, I feel that dh-stenoil composition, particularly on-stencil 
mailing comments, are the work of the lazy, the uncaring, or in some cases 
the busy, I feel that mailing comments are a most difficult form to 
master, demanding ■ s they do understandable prose in a brief space, 
I find this highly difficult, and only in special cases will I compose 
mailing comments on stencil. Tfore formal material—or "creative" material 
as some mebers persist in calling it—in many cases has less need of 
drafted writing than do mc’s. I’m more apt to put formal material on 
stencil without an earlier draft than I am to do the same with mailing 
comment s.

Hardcover science fiction hit its boom, years between 1949 and 1953. 1
Previous to that fibst year little stf was published between hard 
covers. Just after the war, though, a number of fan groups began 
publishing hardcover science fiction. To the amazement of the larger 
publishing houses the books sold and sold well, These companies quickly 
jumped on the bandwagon, issued hardcover science fiction in large 
quantities, and got Off just as qulck1y as they had cli-bed on ns soon 
as tho bubble began to burst. Today there are very fevr general pub
lishers doing much work in the field. Doubleday is the only one that 
I can think of right off hand that does much stf publishing.



I haven’t read Second Stage Lensman, unfortunately* When is sense 
< enterprising publisher going to get'with it an issue the whole

Smith series in soft covers* I know that pyramid pgcketbooked 
The Skylark of Sr co a few years ago, but as far as I know nothing 
has been done since. A shame, I think. ' .

I have read Grey Loneman, though, and a couple of others in the series. 
Gray Longman I enjoyed very much. The lack of gigantic scone in the 
book, at least in comparison to some of the others, didn’t bother me 
to much. In fact I think it heightened my enjoyment. I’ve always 
boon a somewhat Earthbound science fiction reader. What particularly 
turned mo on about Grey Longman,among ether things, was the fascinating 
disguises Kinnison wo.^ld occasionally done to hide himself frgm his 
enemies. Wild Bill Williams, for instance, as a character, was a hell 
of a lot more interesting to me than Kinnison himself.

There is very little in the world that irks me more than thu tendency 
to use the term "intellectual" as a swear word. It is a scd nova on 

, Our culture that it is often used as such—both outside and in&iae
SAPS, I’m. glad you didn’t fall into this pit, Dave, even ti.cugh you 
might have been tempted to go along with Jane Ellom in her usage, 

> Perhaps this trend is but a sign of the fact that the common man is
ho who is worshiped in our society. Someone out of the ordinary is 
to be feared, and watched closely lost ho do something to destroy 
our homes and families. Intellectuals, unfortunately, are somewhat 
our of the ordinary and I suppose it is only to bo expected that those 
who couldn’t bo intellectual if they tried with all their might like 
to think intellectuals are swearwords.

, I don’t think our freedoms have necessarily declined recently. In some
ways they have and in some ways they haven’t. However, what frightens 
me is that those losses of freedom that have occurred have occurred

• voluntarily. The people wore happy to seo themselves lose a little
freedom here and there, since it apparently made them, a little more 
secure* I don’t think we have lost our freedom, but I do think we

’ are now in a dangerous course that could lohd to this end—through
sheer apathy and ignorance. I sometimes think Earl Warrun was right 
when he asserted that 'if the Bill of Rights were put up to a vote of 
the people, it would 1o"o resoundingly.

RESIN 12 (Hetcalf): When I was receiving Now Worlds and its sister 
publications, I got a lot of them in very poor 

shape. By the time many had arrived through the mail their covers 
and pages were bent and wrinkled, and often the spines wore split, 
and there were tears in the covers of some of them. Galaxy has 
always impressed me as the worst bound of the science fiction mags, 

' though, particularly just after they enlarged their pagecount. I
sometimes wonder how many of those issues could survive a reading 
without falling apart. Thon, too, many of my second-hand GALAXY’s 
were purchased in poor shape, many without back or front covers* 
And these were some of the better copies I could find. But I don’t 
really sweat it over magazine binding. I’m -more interested in what 
is inside than in the rag’s annoarance, The stories in a covorless 
magazine are ju°t “o onj-yablo as those in the same issue even when 
that issue is in mint condition.



OUTSIDERS 50 (Ballard)t In the book version of Burroughs’ The Moon Maid 
the three short novles, ”Tho ,Toon Miad,rf ’*The y

Moon Men,” and "The Red Hrwk, ” wore ■ -bite.*3 together to for- one story. 
This was done in a number of burroughs b.oks, most notably The Land that 
Tine Forgot and Esc pe on Verur. The ide* is far from alien to the science 
fiction field. We 11 City, don’t we? I think in the Ace
edition something else w; • none, but I don’t have that book to check. 
"The Mpon Maid#” as a dhort novel wasn’t much, true. Just a typical 
Burroughs romance, similar to all the Mars and Venus novels. The latter 
two parts, however, are quite different. I particul -rly dug the manner 
in which ERB described the destroyed Earth after the Lunar invasion, and 
the manner in which man rebuilt his society. This was not only some of 
the best writing Burroughs iver did, but also some of the most serious. 
Someone else in this mailing claims C- rson of Venus was s erious work.
I don’t know, having read only Escape Venus in that series. However, 
I do know that The Land that Time Fp not to mention more mundane 
creations like The TTuckur are definitely considered serious. Burroughs 
may have boon 99^ hack, but I see no reason to belie-'; that he couldn’t 
stoop to serious scaince fiction or general type li^e^ature when he »
wished. Ho just liked to out, and eat well most of the +;imo»

THE ZED 302 (KAndoreon): The highest order of animal I have over cleaned «
is a clam and that was frankly traumatic. I 

admire your stamina in cleaning a deer} a fish would be daring enough for 
mo. I’m not going to make a very good survival type when the war c^mos, 
am I?

MEST 12 (Tavid ’Wohnstone)t Say, man, how would you like for mo tQ send 
you, absoloutely free of charge, a list

Of Brand Hew Unused Topics for Apagine. Variety is indeed the spice .
of life, you know, and it is also the spice of interesting SAPSslnos.
Your themes are nearly as varied as the tone of Richard Eney’s mailing 
comments on the nubliontions of Tod White. I know I’ve said this boforo, *
but I keep hoping that someday I’ll say it in a mailing that you’ll 
actually bother to open. Or am I expecting too much?

WATLIHG STREET 15 (Lichtman): I’m pleased that you dig the little mag 
racks at the City Lights Bookshop. They 

do seem to get 'round. A fo^ months ago I happened to be sitting in 
my typing class, when a friend who sits behind mo pulled out a thin 
little publication and push .d it under my nose. This, he said, had 
been buried beneath some textbooks in his desk and he wanted to know 
what it was. I took it over for a brief examination. The contents were 
composed of a series of cartoon like sketches, beside them wore a few 
brief lines of poetry. The verse itself was not humorous, and neither 
were the cartoons. But the two coupled together wore quite pleasing and 
I really enjoyed roading the little thing for the next couple of days •
until my friend barnod it as subversive trash. He’s somewhat of a s<uaro. 
Anyhow, tho book camo from the City Lights Bookshop of San Francisc«, 
or at least so it claimed. This rather surprised me, I was familar with 
the City Lights Bookshop, and I wondered a bit how the thing had managed 
to end up where it did. I mean really, is this what you would expect 
to find in the middle Qf a pile of old books, located in the middle of 
a typing class, coa^iod in the middle of a high school, which in turn 
is located in tho middle of a conservative uppor-middlo class suberb?
I nover did find out who loft it or how it got there, I’m afraid that if 
I had it would have been somewhat of a lot down. I’m sure it would.'



Seattle is pretty much built on a hill; just like, apparently, San 
Francisco—I*ve never been there, but I’ll take your word for the fact* 
I’ve never driven on Seattle hills, mostly because I don’t drive very 
Often or very legally. I have indeed wal -cd up and down the hills of 
Seattle very often, if-that’s any compensation* Whenever I’m down
town, as I vras today for instance, I try to make a point of walking up 
a hill or two and then down another hill or two. If I don’t walk up 
at least one goo, high hill I feel as though I’m not actually in Seattle 
but instead out in the flatlands somewhere, ^hen, too, I find that I 
enjoy watahing other people walk up and down the same hills I’m on. 
The most interesting people walk up hills I have learned, and they all 
do it in a different way. Somepeople walk up hills in the same manner 
they handle flatlands. That is, trying to walk straight up, looking 
right up at the sky. These people are the odd ones. Mostly I laugh 
heartily at them. I also make a point of laughing heartily at those 
who cling tightly to a guard rail or, when no g rdrail is present, 
seem to be climbing up on all fours. All the fascinating things seem 
to happen on hills, you know. Bank robberys, shootings, muggings— 
all on hills. There was oven the old tale of the oat who, while struggling 
on all fours up one particularly steep hill lost his grip on the guard 
rail and went carooming down the hil_ into Pug >t Sound. He’s sgrt of 
a dead legend, if you get what I moan*.

I liked this very much, Bob. Short as it was*

THE PINKY BIRD $ (Berman)i I wonder why it is that I my all my'botter 
SAPS type +ypoes while cutting the titles 

of other eines onto stencil for heading purposes. Last time my un
coordinated fingers re-christened Richard ^noy’s publication to SPRY 
RAY. This time I almost had you done as a KINKY BIRD. Fortunately I 
possess corflu.

Carl Brandon, at least in name, does seem to get around. As part of 
my activity in trivia fandom, I make a point of thumbing through very 
old and very dull books whenever I am in a library. A few months ago 
while in the school library busily engaged in this aotivty tf the ire 
of the librarian, a fussy old bitch, I chanced upon an old psychology 
textbook. Actually it wasn’t.old, but it certainly was not well used. 
The latest checkout dat on the inside cover was sometime in 19U?* 
Anyway, while thumbing through this volume I chanced upon an appendex 
which included a transcription of a number of interviews with psychiatric' 
patients. As you might expect, and from the lead in you ought to, One 
of them was Carl Brapdon. This Brandon was an undergraduate at the U of 
’’ichigan and was getting very poor grades. This had adversely affected 
his emotional balance. Because of this he had come into contact with 
the authors. Anyway, the interview delves deeply into the possible 
reasons for Carl’s poor marks. Poor family relatione, sexual frustra
tion, an aunt who didn’t like cats are all brought into play. At the 
end of the interview the author pens a note to the effect that Carl has 
an.I.Q, of 7h. He didn’t mehtion the aunt who didn’t like oats, though, 
I thought it was a real wonderful thing. Don’t you?



THE PINK PLATYPUS 2 (Armistead): I think my in-person personality is very 
similar to my in-print one, At least I 

oan discern no radical differene. I am, so- times, much’quieter in person, 
but that would be all^ I think this ,is true for most fans. It has held 
true for those that I have mot, •

I don’t care for a lot of poetry either, though I’m not quite ready to 
damn the whole field, I think this is due to the fact that all through 
grade school and junior high school as well I was literally forced to 
read poetry, Much of it I could not understand and that that I might 
have been able to translate I ignored because of the rest of the field. 
I don’t, mostly, think people should be forced to road things. Still, 
I can read and enjoy more poetry than I used to be able to, I dp dig 
and search for items by people such as Whitman, Byron, Shelley, Uray 
and Burns, This liking has all appeared in the 1 st year or so, too, 
I still like the poetry of Edgar Allan Poe, one of tho few poets I could 
stand while in my middle teens, though I feel vary uncultured doing so,

I consider Billy Grah-am one of th most repulsive people in existence. 
Mostly I ignore religion, I’m not interested in it myself, nor do I 
Believe, but if someone else doos I’m not about to try to Convert 
him to my way of thinking. Similarly I hold very little bitter hatred 
or even mild distaste with most things connected with religion and 
churches, But somehow Billy Grah m has always managed to raise my ire. 
Maybe becuase I oan onlv view him as a Grado-A Phony, I would think 
that those interested in religion would view it as a quiet thing, deserv
ing meditation and thought, not pulpit pounding and assorted tk.t©ations 
Apparently I was wrong, if the tramen ous and frightening respect and 
admiration given to an ass like Graham can be used as any indication, 
William Saroyan, writing in The N-.tion, gave Billy Graham a very high 
ranking in what amounted to his personal list of Eugghoads of the Year, 
I think he was right.

WARHOCN. 10 (Berg ron): No, Richard Bergeron, I’m very sorry but I can’t 
say that I love Ifarhoon, I read it; enjoy it;

and very often re-road it. It’s ono of my favorite fanzines but I do 
no love it. On the other hand, I do think it is possible to love a fan
zine, You admit that you havo, and basically I suspect that I have too.

The very first readable fanzine it was ever my pleasure to encounter was 
a copy of the Torry Carr-Ren Ellik Fanac. I quickly subscribed and they 
began sending me issues. For a number of months Fanac*s arrived regularly 
and wore read eagerly. And re-road. And re-read again. It was that 
sort of thing, I think, looking buck over that period of time, hoping 
that Terry Carr won’t think I’m. fawning or anything, but you could 
easily say that I "loved" Fanac if you wanted to, Yeu see, it was the 
very first fanzine I ever road regularly, It represented to mo, in 
most ways, this now found joy of mine--science fiction fandom—another 
wonderful place in which I could escape from tho horrible roalites of 
adolescence. It represented to me a Bravo Now Adventurous World I 
was just discovering in all its wonder, I suspect that many fans 
have had tho same exporienco. Your own allusions to Skyhook imply 
that perhaps your experience was indeed similar, Dick. Perhaps so. 
Anyway, Fanac suspended publication after a few months and after a new
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editor had taken over the reins things were always somewhat different, 
I think if Warhoon, or Cry, or Yandrt, or Skyhook had had the same 
early influence on my fan career I would have regarded it similarly. 
It isn’t surprising to me at least that the only time my emotional 
regard for a fanzine came close to that in which I held the Carr edited 
Fanao was Void, for its four or five 1961 issues. This occurred at 
approximately the same time I was getting involved to a large extent 
in fandom as we know it.

And that’s why I don’t love your fanzine. Because I have never really 
loved a fanzine for itself, but only as a symobl of something else, 
if I’m not getting overly mystical sounding here. I can admire and 
enjoy Warhoon, but don’t expect me to love it, though maybe you’ll 
succeed in converting Don Fitch,

I really surprised myself by enjoying Robert Lowndes article on ”La Dolce 
Vita,” I’ve explained before that I have not seen the film and doubt 
very much that I will in the near future. As a result I did not care 
for Virginia Blish’s earlier article on that subject, last year some
time, I can sometimes enjoy deep rticles on movies or books when I’m 
unfamiliar with the work in question. But not in Idle Warhoon circle 
apparently* I approached the Lowndes piece expecting to be as out in 
the dark as before. But, as I said, I liked it. I haven’t seen very 
many movies at all these last two or throe years, outside of television, 
and many articles on films leave me feeling very confused,

Walt Willis’s interesting suggestion that Warhoon’s staff alter their 
Initials to conform, with that of the magazine itself is unfortunately 
unworkable. Names that would appear out ®f this sudh aa Wreen and 
Wlish are much too complicated in pronunciation to expect we who sub
vocalize to manage them* Billis on the other hand is wonderfully easy 
to handle. So., too, is Wergeron, but I shan’t go into that,

Walt’s page on his trip is wonderful and moving, I somoti-os feel that 
I ought to leave the country for a few months. Perhaps after being away 
for some time I could learn to understand and perhaps even to appreciate 
it more than I do now,

I haven’t read the James Blish novel that Baxter so beautifully takes 
apart and probably won’t. Despite this L did find much of interest in 
Baxter’s opinions on the science fiction juvenile as a whole, I have 
not read a great deal of juveniles. When I first started to road science 
fiction I started immediately with the adult variety. It wasn’t until 
a few years later that I approached any juveniles at all. One that I 
did read during this formative period, however, is one that Baxter 
mentions* Heinlein’s Eave Spacesuit-Will Travel* The only reason- I 
road this one was F&SF’s failure to describe it as such. Digressions 
aside, the book did have some effect on me. As Baxter notes much of 
the earlier portions of the novel were taken up in behalf of propaganda 
for the cause of self-teaching and the groat need of youth for a firm 
science education. Heinlein also had something to say about the shoddiness 
Of American schools. This stuff really effected my attitudes, forcing 
me to immediately decide that I would become a scientist and would go 
to the library the very next day and start learning on my #wn, My grades
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at the time were very poor, particularly in science* Heinlein opened my 
eyes to how I was wasting my life. Indeed he did. For maybe a day, 
or at the most two. I rapidly flunked a science quia, found out that 
there were just tcow ny good television programs on to allow me to go to 
tho library td 1 .rn, and mostly I learned that I wasn’t really that 
interested. Foinl may preach, ho may convert in many c.ses, but I 
seriously aoubt on tho basis of my own experiences that he can keep his 
recruits in rank very long, Not long enough for him to sot up a State 
Churcii ox anything like that.

Like Ted White I have a definite lack of interest towards classical 
music, TTnlike Tod I feel that my personal lack, of interest comes not 
from a great interest in the field on the part of my parents (they weren’t 
and ar n-t) but because all during grade school I had the field shoved 
on me against my will. Radio programs full of classical music were piped 
into the classrooms, gient assemblies were hold in which the magnificent 
six year old musicians would destroy any European oomposer that came 
into their head, and mostly we wore forced to live with it. As you might 
expect, I was deathly bored by the whole scene. The same thing occurred 
during junior highschool, tho saw laughable but dull school concerts, 
and right up tc the present tim', I’ve noticed that the quality ®f playing 
in those school orchestras has Improv'd somewhat in the last twelve years, 
but not much. At tho ago of six I was not quite ready to dig tho vistas 
of classical music I fear. In obviously ruptured form, things were even 
worse than might be expected. I can only despite classical music and 
that I did, like everyone else I knew. Tho whole concept is the same 
as that befalling tho eight year old whoso pa rents force him the play 
the violin. The the hell wants to play the violin at that ago of lifeJ 
Especially when it is forced upon him against his will. Same with 
classical music; the same with poetry as I mentioned earlier in this 
sine. On the other hand, Jazz, which I had little or not contact with 
'as a youngster, impresses me how as something meaningful and quite 
wonderful. Jazz is something that I dig very much and am highly 
interested in. Not so with European-classioal-sorious music. What 
was this about the success of educating kids in "good” musi«4

George Price presents the first rational argument against fan centered 
convention progm-s. However, as you might expect, I am still unconvinced, 
I did not attend tne Chicon III nor will I be nt the Discon next fall, 
but if I were I thirk I would appreciate some recognition of tho fact 
that I was there and that my dollars had contributed to the con just 
as much as the money of a non-fan. Surely the Chicon with its massive 
program schedule could have squeezed some fan slanted item in somewhere. 
Like I said up there somewhere, I’m unconvinced.

I am amazed, truly amazed, hell, even astounded, at the inability of Sam 
Moskowitz, who it is said is a mature if not thinking man, to tell tho 
difference between unintentional minor inaccuracies and outright lies. 
Hell, one of tho so-called lies ho has discovered in the reportage of 
Walter Breon looks very much like a typographical error. And, if Walter 
Breon did not succeed in conveying "honest opinion" in his con report, 
I’d like to know just what it was that he did do* Dishonest opinion, 
perhaps? I certainly wish Sum ^rosko- it would ret off his high horse 
Ipng enough to point out the sections of "Our Fan in Chicago" in which 
Walter Breen lied about his actual opinions. Good grief. Good griefl
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I can’t remoter the extact issue number, I think it was either number 
four or number five, of the issue of Warhoon which reminded me so much 
of the current version that I was convinced that Richard Bergeron does 
indeed exist* I may be style deaf, but the writing in that issue was 
highly similar in approach ind in content to the revived issues. I’d 
look through my files and give you more complete information, Dick, but 
I know that if I once get started thumbing through the files trying te 
find that particular issue I’ll never get back to these mc’s. It was the 
last of the first incarnation I think; published by Redd Boggs. I suppose 
you want to check it yourself and convince yourself that you’re actually 
real,

I feel damned silly sitting up here on my high horse trying to convince 
a fanzine publisher despite his denials that he is indeed an editor, But, 
Richard Bergeron, you are an editor, n» matter what you say to the contrary, 
If you didn’t edit 'Warhoon you would not have wen a Hugo, nor would you 
have topped the Fanuc Poll. If you’ll re-read the letter column in this 
current Wrhn you’ll no doubt detect that one Robert Bloch compliments you 
on your -editing ability.- Even though you claim you do not alter manu
scripts, I thinx the mere acoeption and rejection of same would fall 
under the heading of editing. Surely in that monstrous letter column 
you de alter submitted manuscripts. Come to think of it, I think your 
decision not to tamper with submitted general type material is an example 
of a good editor’s work. If you did alter many of them, you might 
quickly lose part of your stable of columnists. I suspect that most 
•f your contributors share my belief that if we’ve slaved over an article 
for which we will receive no monetary compensation and which will bring 
the publisher a bit of ogoboo, if the article itj any good at all, we 
should at least be allowed to keep our writing intact, I can well recall 
having one young fanzine editor take one of my rare general contributions 
and, by adding his own exclamation points, make the piece sound much

. more goshwowish than my cynical personage is. This perturbed me greatly 
at the time and is probably a major reason why I very rarely write for 
other fanzines. This, and th fact that I am probably subconsciously 
afraid of having something of mine rejected.

SPELEOBE^ 18 (Polz)s The general material you’ve run -in this issue, though 
unfortunately uncommentable for the most part, is 

too good to ignore. Like, for instanc', Tfodeleine Willises very fine 
first chapter in her trip report. I do hope you’ll continue to run this 
through SAPS. If not, I hope you’ll run it through an apa to which I 
belong. I liked your trip report too, Bruce, and notice that I am not 
only in possessing hordes of puritanical relatives. Is this a national 
disease?

I was somewhat interested to read Fritz Leiber article/speech. I am 
not, though, a fan of Fafhred and Gray Trouser. The first of these 
stories I read was in a 1959 or i960 FANTASTIC. I was expecting much, 
having heard of the series Before, and was horribly saddened to find the 
story incomprehensible. I thought this might be one bad one in an 
otherwise fine series but subsequent encounters proved me wrong. I can 
seldom force my way through more than throe or four pages of the stuff, 
an no longer even bother. Surprisingly I do like sword and sorcery. I 
dig do Camp and Pratt muchly and h v aven read Conan with more than 
passing interest. I like the r st of Leiber’s output, too. Anyway, I 
did find his digresions on the social conditions of the' depression world 
quito interesting roading, o



I am definitely npt certain that fantasy worlds are "only legitimate
ly a part of childhood.’ It seems highly likely that many are not, I 
suppose. I am not fa-ili ar with Emily Bronte’s fantasy worlds, am teo 
lazy to look into it, hut will take your word for both its existence'and 
the fact that it is on an adult level. However, my original comments in 
Pleasure Units #2 made no mention of adult level fantasy worlds. I dfn’t 
object to them at all, in fact. What I was and a- objecting to are tHose 
fantasy worlds which are used for the sole purpose of escape- creating 
♦f an idealized self image, and trying not to grow up, I a- sure that it 
is possible to grow up and still retain that remnants of childhood in 
some s^rt ef fantasy world. I don’t think that you’ve shown me that this 
is how yours operates..

You may be right about my letting past laurels and the reputations of the 
individuals concerned carry me away when I praised Ra-p, Tu ker, and 
B^ggs for publishing great stuff year after year. I see now that I should 
have added Harry Warner and maybe one or two others to that list. But 
no matter now. The original idea still fits the people lister, though, 
they have published and written very fine things in fandom for many years. . 
They haven’t been active to a groat extent during all this time, true, 
I d* think you have a point, if I may stray from the original subject, 
about people tending to get carried away by reputations when filling out 
fan egoboo polls. This doesn’t happen in fandom alone, fortunately, but 
seems pretty widespread. Faulty memory and the wish not to hurt some
one by giving them a low vete after years of fine work probably has more 
t*3 do with it than hero worship or reputation carrying more weight than 
accemplishments. When filling out this year’s SAPS Poll I noted to my 
amazement that I had given some people votes in certain categories that 
they had always done well in, but, when looking back through the mailingg 
concerned, I found out that they had done little or nothing all year 
long, I blame faulty me-ory, though, not reputation, '

^^EAIT'HILE (Foyster)s I had to look back to the SPEC net gnly to find dut 
the title of this thing, but also the name ©f

the publisher—the very same one who has his name plastered all over the ,
cover. I wish I could keep you .nd Bob Smith apart in my mind, you’re 
quite different people really, but your SAPSstuff all looks highly similar. 
Neither one of you reminds me of John Baxter, though, who seems tg be a •
pretty definite personality in my mind. I hope that makes) you happy,

I became highly irritated at myself when I started to read my alder 
brothers copies of True magazine a couple years ago, I became oven more 
bugged at myself when I started to enjoy them very much. I think the 
male superiority atmosphere turned mo on—and it had a very delightful 
letter column at the ti-o, and probably still doos. They used to run 
letters fro- Nazis, complaining about True’s complimenting the ACLU 
defending the gentlemen, irate women, complaining about the idea that 
man was superior, and other wild and wolly s»rts. I like to think of 
myself as a cultured and intellectual young man. Things such as True, *
Edgar Rice Burroughs, Ian Fleming, and Little Orphan Annie (which I dig 
very much, unfortunately) will bo the death of mo yet.
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DIE WISI J (Sehultz)'s Thin definitely geene to be my nailing for typoing 
* .e titl-s of zr’nes. - I had you down for DIE WISH, 

which sounds horribly cru sore, don’t you think? Suits-you right for 
using this legal Ion?uh paper.

I’ve eaten and enjoyed Chinese food since I was eight or nine. Uty parents 
used to wake Chow f’ein often, and whn they turned lazy I learned t® -like 
other delicacies at the local Chinese restaurant. I’ve never gone in 
for the wore esoteric dishes, mostly sticking to those placed in easy 
viewing range on the menus of the more typical Chinese eateries. I did ’ 
try Chop Suey long enough to know that I didn’t like it at all, but that’s' 
hardly an esoteric dish. I’ve never tried Japanese food,/ though, jnore’s 
the pity.

Sfjmbday, real soon now, I’m going to have to teach myself nett© come on 
real nasty with one sentence rem rks reeking of ■ apparent hatred. . I should 
instead learn to explain myself, '"aybe someday I will. - Really I couldn’t 
tell you why you irritate me. I si’ply do not know, . ’Taybe it is because 
you come on fanatical at times, and I’m mostly a cool sauve type (oh, surd*) 
who takes nothing soriously. I think it is more apt to bo your politic** 
military conteredness, I have a very low opinion of the military and 
everything connected with it. I look on politics as a necessary but still 
despicable evil. But, I do 'read your fanzines and I do enjoy them. • Even 
when you irritate me. • That’s more than I could say f»r a l»h of fans, . 
including some fellow SAPS members. So, don’t let me bother you, Dick. 
Go right ahead and irritate me. It’s been done before and I’ve survived 
it this long. And if I irritate you, .tell me to go to hell. I’ll survive 
that too.

I think I can fit that nucleus of my attitudes towards Africa into a short
er space than you took, probably because I know less about the subject. 
As I see it, the ©Id colonial white nations should get out and stay out

Africa—this includes the "good guys" like France and England who 
are already either out or on their way, and the "bad guys" like Belgium, ( 
Portugal and Spain who either won’t leave or take a lot with them when 
they do. I see that the colonial nations went into Africa and raised the 
ability of a small but important segment of their populations to some 
degree. • In return for this aid they took their share of natural resou •*- 
back to the mother land or father land as the case may be. Now I think 
it’s high time that Africa be allowed to make its own choice. The African 
nations can continue on to industrialization or revert back to barbarism, . 
But at least they should have the coico. I think the ©Id nations should 
get out, as I said, but I also think the modern ideological colonists, 
the United States and the Soviet Union, .should get out and stay out and 
quit trying to convert peoples to the Sacred Way of Life, I think the 
Africans should bo allowed their internal struggles, they’re called 
growing pains in some areas, and if any outside intervention is needed 
it should come from the UN. I think Africa has more than reached the point 
where it should have a right to self-determination without outside 
pressures. They should have a right now to take care of their own 
problems and their own people. Europe .has done enough to and sometimes 
for Africa for a while.
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COLLECTOR 32 (Devore): I, too, wish Heinlein would forget about juveniles 
ftr a while and concentrate on writing adult type 

science fiction. But I suppose he has te at, too, just like the rest of 
us God or not, I have little doubt taut ^odkayne Of rvrs will bring him 
rtuch store in Royalties than Stronger in v Strange L .nd, Sad, one supposes, 
but quite true. Then, toe,, j-veniles are su-pose.Jy more susceptible to 
messages, although I personally rather doubt it.

-/THEN TEE GODS WOULD SUP A (Lewis): Despite your many kind explanations,
I still can’t comprehend the presence 

of the Coast Guard in Libya*. .Libya did I say? Ah, yes, Liby--,« Libya 
for some reason has always been a fascinating place for mp, conjuring up 
by the very mention of its name all the wonders and mysteries of the 
semi-myseterious Middle East, When I was Very Young, I was somewhat of 
a fiend for world geography, I knew the map of the world like most ten- 
year-olds know the batting average of ^ickey Mantlo, Libya was always 
one of my very favorite spots on the -ap, I was always kind of turned 
on by the very fact that Libya had two capitals* It surprises me a bit 
to realize that I can actually recall what they arc, Bangazi and Tripoli, 
right? Tripoli was pretty easy to remember, if you know the Marine’s 
fight song at all, Bengazi gave mo ’-ore than a little trouble, but I 
finally decided that it reminded my of Benjamin Franklin, which made things 
much easier*

I know this is going to come out all wrong, but I wish you’d stay in 
Libya f$r a long ti-e, Not, mind you, that I am real pleased to see you 
out of the country, but Libya seems to bring out tho best in your writ
ings. You "handle tho creative bit real well when you’re n^t all concerned 
about tho number of drafts your using and the communication symbols of 
mailing comments, ”uch hotter this, need I say, than that last mon
strosity,

I don’t think the gross language of Tropic of Cancer would "automatically'’ 
exclude any concept of sonsittvity. To ’’illor remember this language is 
not gross, it is not even overly lacking in sensitivity. To anyone else 
able to escape from cultural indoctrination the samo would be true. After 
all, there is really no reason fcr "fuck" being more insensitive than 
"sexual intercourse," It is to mo, of course, and to you too, but only 
because we’ve been taught that this is how it must and should be, A 
word in itsolf is not gross, not when another word moaning much the same 
thing is not,

THE WILD COLONIAL BOY 2 (Foyster): I, too, like Walt Willis and your
self have not the preponderance of 

people and places whose names begin with the letter "B." I feel highly 
out-group. Neither my name nor my address sport a single, solidatary 
”B." I do live in the Seattle suberb of Burien, though, if you'll let 
that count,

I just recently finished the book version of Allen Drury’s Advise and 
Consent, I haven’t seen the movie yet, though, and now that I’ve road 
the book I’ll try not to do so. Not that the book was bad, mind you, 
because it wasn’t. Advise and Consent is an exciting and often moving 
book dealing with a fascinating subject—at least Drury’s succeeds in 
making it sound fascinating. The major flaw in the book is the author’s
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tendency to use stereotypes for his characters^ The reactionary but 
good an lovable Senator South Carolina, the burbling and incompetent 

' Vice-President, the d ^agogic gentleman radical from the West, the tough
and phony President of the UAWt nona ®f those characters are exactly 
new with Drury. However, he does manage to weave a pretty good story 
despite this. I thought it was one of the best science fiction novels 
Of the last four or fine years. And in the book the suicide of Senator 
Anderson comes through quite belivably. I expect the author was able t$ 
lay the groundwork much more easily in the book than a screenwriter could 
have d©no for the film. Even now, though, the idea of a highly proud

, man suiciding because of the discovery of homosexuality in his past doos
not grab me as overly unlikely. For a public figure a worse revelation 
would be difficult t» imagine. The only thing worse, I suspect, would 
be the discovery that the Senator once spoke to a suspected Communist 
Party member in the fall of 1933* That’s pretty rough, too.

Dammit, there’s ngt much I can do about this typewriter, unlesb y»u want 
to forward me the money for a new tno--I can’t afford it myself. I don’t 
like the typeface either, though it’s regular Royal elite and not all

: that rare. Paper I can, will and id ohancej typewriter is a bit more
difficult, I suppose I could hand letter the zine, but, ahahaha, I don’t 
think that is exactly what you had in mind.

*
Gads, I always am slow at reading Berry stuff, too. In SAPS Pot Pourri 
is nearly always one of the last things in the mailing to get road, and 
nearly always one of the most enjoyable. John’s cclumn is often one »f 
the last things I read in Cry, too» Maybe I prefer to read the more 
topical items first, and then maybe I’ve got a subconscious aversion 
Of something about Jahn’s work. That doesn’t sound t» likely from here, 
though, but daes sound like I’ve been reading too damned many psychology 

• texts.

AIR ’AIL SPECIAL (An anonymous and unknown Aystrallian)» You people sure 
manage to keep 

your names well hidden or something.

I croggle at someone putting a fanzine that regularly features the mater
ial of Walt Willis down f«r over seriousness. With Warhpon, however, I’m 
afriad the criticism is tj'ue—at least partly s«. But even if fandom 
is just a goddamned hobby, or whatever the current slogan is, we really 
ought to be serious now and then. Personally, I think highly of both 
Warhoon and its editor—I like and admire both, ”y only complaint with 
Warhoon is the fact that so much of its recent material has dealt with 
subjects that I am either ignorant or uninterested in. A sad plight, 
but hardly a complete critique.

I feel that fandom is definitely a place f»r recreation. For kicks, if 
‘ you will. But I think you’re wrong in saying that Bergercn is not ful

filling this ideal with Wrhn. I can’t speak for the man, but I can 
assume that writing an eight page article on Pablo Picasso provides 
Richard with a great deal of enjoyment. It is for him recreation. 
T’aybe recreation for you is telling about a television program you just 
saw or maybe telling the latest joke you heard, but for him being serigus
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provides his with a degree of recreation* I fail to dig how being serious 
per se must be work* Being serious about serious things is often rec
reation for -mo* As long xs I car. keep a straight face about the subject 
matter at least,

PERIAN 1 (Ellern): I read Huckleberry Finn just last year and dug it* I 
had tried to read it many times before* I first started 

on it when I was six or seven and finally gave the book, up as a lost cause 
a few years afterword* I never got past the snakeskin chapter and only 
made it that far once. I never touched the book again for many years. 
Then last year on a youthful skylark I started it once more;-this time 
I read eagerly^ It was a very fine book, I had much the same exper
ience with Carrol’s Alice in Wonderland* I had tried to read the family 
copy of that book much more often even that Huck Finn, In Alice I never 
once managed to get past chapter* I started this one, too, again last 
year; road it; and enjoyed it very much* I am beginning to think this 
line about young children’s classics is so much hogwash. Next I’m 
going to turn again to the Hardy Boys,*.

YEZIDEE 2 (Girard): If Hodgson’s House on theBbjdorlund is anything like
A. Merritt’s M<Hw.l "onster^ 1 guess I had best stay 

clear of it. The Metal ,ronster is the only story I have yet to road from 
Merritt’s pen that I failed to enjoy. I found it to be dull* overwritten, 
incomprehensible, and overlengthy. It took me three weeks to plow through 
the thing, and only a personal unwritten law of the time forbidding mo to 
start a new book while unanother was still unfinished kept me at my task. 
Unfortunately the book was the first MGrritt tale I was to read and rather 
soured mo on the man until I began to read others of his work. I read 
the TToon Pool duet about a year later and liked it somewhat. From there 
I went on to all kinds of other ’"nrritt stuff and enjoyed most of it very •
mcuh* The Mptal duster is definitely the most unMorritt like story 
Merritt ever wrote. It just wasn’t my dish.

Every once in a while I try to convince myself to take up the collecting 
•f back number science fiction m\ azines once more. It isn’t that I 
really need more science fiction to read—I don’t—but I found that •
there wore few things that brought on quite th» thrill that I received 
from finding some, long sought •After item at a cheap price. I keep telling 
myself that magazine collecting is a foolish waste of time, expensive, '
and dull. Se far I’ve succeeded in keeping myself from resuming the old 
hobby, but I may not bo able to hold out much longer. After all, I need 
only four more issues now to complete my file of Fantastic Nevels.

SLUG 4 (Weber); Wally, you’re one of the few people I knQW who sound more 
believable when they^re lying than when they’re telling 

the truth. In this case I’m not sure I knew which you’re doing, but,since 
I find little of this I can believe completely, you’re probably telling •
the whole truth and nothing but the truth. Slug 4 is as funny as hell.
Maybe even funnier,

FLABBERGASTING 2a (Toskey): I believe that Leslie Norris was non-oxistant* 
. I wouldn’t take the werds of the Los Angeles

fans either, but Harry Warner, Rick Sneary and one or ’■wo others were 
in on the hgax from the beginning and they will vouch for Leslie’s lack 
©f substance. I think I’ll beli v ihem, ^or what that’s worth.
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MISTILY ’"EANDEEING 3 ^Patten): If you really and truly enjoyed that bbok 
\ yo review ore--America.. Fallen!—you might

like Edgar Rice Burroughs- ’ Beyo :d Thj t^, x book that is similar in a 
number of ways. Beyond Thirty do s not describe an American destroyed 
in the first world w r- Instead it shows an England so badly beaten 
during the war that it nap fallen into prehistoric barbarism once more.
I forget what happenned to the Germans or how, but they ended up pretty 
badly off, too. The United States, according to Burroughs’1 prophecy, 

■ does not enter World War I. Instead it completely hides behind its 
continental bariers, refusing even to come into the slightest contact 
with any nation outside the Americas. After some years pass the America 
are joined together to form one nation. The story takes place sometime 
in the twenty-first century. An American vessel is probing along the 
tcean borders—there are certain parallels beyond which it is a crime to 
pss. The ship is blown across the linos in a storm* Knowing that if 
they return and admit where they were, and honor forces them to admit it, 
they would be punished as criminals, they head for England*,£nd high adventure',- 
Actually it’s a horrible story and I only mention it to prove you don’t, 
have a monopoly on ghodawful literature. I suppose the numerous prophetic 
novels of today will look as crude as this one doos fifty years from now.

Yeah, that tv show I was searching my wcmory for must have been "Tales *f 
Tomorrow." "Science Fiction Theatre" was indeed Gernsback type stuffy and 
mostly it bored the hell out of me at the ti-e, I do remember my oc
casional surprise and joy when "Science Fiction Theatre" would stoop to 
present some story taking off from a flying saucer theme. There was one 
about a flying saucer attack in Mexico and another about a flying saucer 
landing On Earth and letting a spy out. Fortunately, I’ve forgotten nearly 
everything about the two programs. There was another interesting one 
about a follow who got eaten up by his electric termites or something 
along those lines. "Science Fiction Theatre" was still being shewn

. hereabouts on independent stations a couple years ago, but I haven’t
seen it around recently. "Tales of Tomorrow" seems to have disappeared 
completely around the time of its early death.

>
. We had to read our O"n books in elementary school, too-, but the teacher

could usually be convinced to read at least one book a month to the class.
i ”ost of the class s I was in from grades three to six had a large selection

of books right in the classroom. ’'ost of them were quite interesting to 
me at the time and I usually read all or nearly all of them by the time 
the year was over, My choices didn’t always conform with the prefer
ences of my schoolmates. For instance, I had an extreme fascination for 
the Bobbsoy Twins at the time and would devour any book I could find 
dealing with those little peoples, much to the dismayed stares of my 
friends, who were busily reading true-war type epics. The school itself 

. had a library of sorts, but it was hidden away in a secluded corner and
I don’t think I was ever in it more than a half dozen times in six years 
Of school. When I was there it was severely understocked-. Whether they 
lacked money to buy titles or whether they shipped out the bettor books 
to the classroom libwrrios was something I was never able to discover. 
The selection was rotten, too. No Bobbsey Twins, no Hardy Boys, not 
even very many true-war type epics. I did understand that the library 
carried a copy of Asimov’s I, Roogt, Hut this had to be removed when one 
parent complained of the horrid us of profanity in the book. I didn’t



read science fiction at the time, I can’t really describe the situ- ,
tion» I think Hoinl-in’r Red Hanot .»as in the school library. At least

the book was one of those my sixth-gride t acher chose to read aloud to 
the class. This was one of my very first contacts with science fiction* 
I can r call being v;r* ”ucn curnod on, ~v n though I couldn’t quite 
decipher the significance o2 veinloin’s ending. This was about the 
same time that I started reading encyclopedias for fun. At least the ♦
teacher thought I was ■'•eading them for fun. I had learned that if I 
looked like I was actually sitting right over there in the corner reading 
an onc^clopodia, my grades would quickly shoot up. But enough of this *
chatterj I could go on forever. Remind no to toll you about my col
lection of Classic comics someday. Oh, that was a wowser...

RETRO 27 (5usby)s Gads, I don’t know -hy R-tro 25 struck mo ns the work 
of a disillusioned and tired 01^ man, muttering ovily 

in his long gray beard. I’ll take your .-ord -’or the fret th’t you were 
actually a gay and happy young man at hoort, flipping ok s .nd good 
linos left and right as you wont on 'ith th z^n:-. It just didn’t happen 
to grab me that way at the time. You do ound re .sonably cheerful and 
light hearted this time, though, as 'Or lid 1 .st time. I suppose you’ll 
know explain to all and sundry what a nasty, bitching mood you wore in at 
the ti e you wrote Retro 27* Such is life...

Fortunately I never re-read my fanzines, so I don’t trip across personal 
ropition in my mc’s. See, if you’d never told me about it, I’d have never 
known it was there, ”aybe I ought to re-read my zines, so that I could 
learn first hand of all my glaring errors. Whenever I do, however, I get 
to feeling all queaey and mostly just self-conscious. I’ll spot a typo, 
not hard to do, and cringe all over, seeing in my mind thirty-five petpie 
cursing me under their respective breaths about that lousy typer up in 
Seattle. After a few of these I get the feeling for the next throe months 
that I’ve put out a lousy apazino and that as soon s the mailing gets here ,
I’m going to find myself being roasted over a slow fire in everyone’s mc’s.
So far this hasn’t held true, but this still doesn’t convince me to start 
re-reading my own fanzines. I do proofread a bit, though not as carefully (
as I should, but I then try to read without understanding. It’s much better .
on my self-confidence,

f

LAST T~HTUTE ROT ICES

This is the end of Pleasure Units 7^4 that’s why there aren’t any more 
pages after this one. I had planned on putting out a much thicker and 
better issue this time, partially to celebrate my first anniversary of 
membership in this little club. But I procrastinated too much, after an 
early start, and I've really had to strain to even make the mailing 
(though I still remember how to split infinitives). I had a lot of school 
work pile up too, all of it just at the wrong time., I’m out on Easter 
vacation now, but this has to bo in tho mails today, ’’aybe next time 
I’ll put out that Bigger and Bettor iesuo I've boon promising. I’ll bo 
•ut of high school by then, and should have some time to spare, unless 
I go commercial and get a job. Son all you good people in three months 
in mailing number something or other....•


